
CHAPTER 10

I he Fall ot the Cereal oocieti

IT'S A TERRIBLE THING FOR ME TO SIT BY AND WATCH SOMEONE ELSE STARVE MY

GREAT SOCIETY TO DEATH. . . . SOON SHE'LL BE so UGLY THAT THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE WILL REFUSE TO TOOK AT HER; THEY'LL STICK HER IN A CLOSET TO HIDE

HER AWAY AND THERE SHE'LL DIE. AND WHEN SHE DIES, I, TOO WILL DIE.

—Former president Lyndon Johnson, 197 '7 7

In an issue of the Village Voice published late in 1966, cartoonist Jules Feif-
fer offered a wry analysis of the state of domestic politics in his weekly car-
toon. "Big Daddy," a young girl in western dress asks a stricken-looking, cow-
boy-garbed Lyndon Johnson in the cartoon's first panel, "That look on your
face—yer hidin' somethin'." "Sit down, child," Johnson replies gravely. "Yew
gonna have t'be brave. . . . Great Society has had an accident, child." She begs
reassurance that it's only a "li'l bitty accident," but Johnson tells her not to
get her hopes up. Then, in the final panel, the child looks up at Johnson with
suddenly dawning suspicion: "This accident o' Great Society's, Big Daddy.
Has it already happened—or are yew about t'have it happen?" "Naow," John-
son responds slyly, "We don't want t'grow up too fast, child."2

By this time Village Voice readers, like many of Johnson's former sup-
porters, had come to regard the president as a habitual liar. The man who,
seemingly, had no enemies at the start of 1965, had fallen below a 50 percent
approval rating by the spring of 1966. The term "credibility gap" was by now
in wide circulation to describe Johnson's penchant for deceiving the public.3

Feiffer probably did Johnson an injustice in suggesting willing complicity on
his part in the demise of the bright hopes of the early Great Society. In re-
tirement, Johnson would speak with obvious anguish of the fate of his social
programs, about the ill luck and difficult political choices that hampered them
while he was in office, and about their cruel dismembering at the hands of
his Republican successor. "[N]ow Nixon has come along and everything I've
worked for is ruined," he complained to interviewer Doris Kearns in 1971.
"There's a story in the paper every day about him slashing another one of my
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188 America Divided

Great Society programs. I can just see him waking up in the morning, mak-
ing that victory sign of his and deciding which program to kill."4

LBJ's self-exculpating account of the death of the Great Society cannot,
however, be taken as the whole truth. The bold vision of social transforma-
tion that he had announced with such enthusiasm during the presidential cam-
paign of 1964 would wither long before Richard Nixon was in the position to
wield an executioner's ax. In the course of 1966, with overwhelming Demo-
cratic majorities still in control of both houses of Congress, Johnson could
persuade Congress to pass only a single significant Great Society proposal, the
Model Cities Act providing federal funding for the redesign and reconstruc-
tion of America's inner cities. And even that measure passed with greatly re-
duced majorities compared to those enjoyed by previous Great Society legis-
lation. Johnson's real goal in 1966 was to hold down spending on existing
Great Society programs rather than passing new measures. As domestic pol-
icy adviser Joseph Califano would recall, "Johnson's extravagant rhetoric an-
nouncing new programs belied the modest funds he requested to begin them."5

Political reversals in the 1966 midterm elections reinforced Johnson's caution.
Lyndon Johnson could read election returns as well as any man who

had ever sat in the Oval Office. Although he continued to propose new so-
cial programs in the years remaining in his presidency, they were in scale
and ambition nothing like those he had put forward in 1964-1965. There
was no more talk of unconditional war against poverty; now it was sim-
ply a "poverty program." By 1968, when he delivered his final State of the
Union address, Johnson used the term "Great Society" in only a single
passing reference.6

Johnson bore significant, though not exclusive, responsibility for blight-
ing the promise of liberal reform in the 1960s. His responsibility lay first and
foremost in the fact that after 1965 his first priority as president no longer
concerned the Great Society or domestic policy in general, but winning the
war in Vietnam. The war not only diverted Johnson's attention from domes-
tic policy, but also drained billions of dollars in federal funding, some por-
tion of which might otherwise have gone to the Great Society. The war also
undermined Johnson's authority, divided Democrats into feuding camps, and
emboldened his conservative opponents. But even without the war, the Great
Society would likely have come to grief in the later 1960s, as it ran afoul of
other conflicts breaking out between Americans over issues such as racial jus-
tice, crime, personal morality, and economic security.

By January 1966, when President Johnson delivered his third State of the
Union address, there was no question that the United States was deeply in-
volved in a war that was not destined to end any time soon. The president
vowed in his address that the country would prove "strong enough to pur-
sue our goals in the rest of the world while still building a Great Society at
home."7 But as the war in Vietnam escalated, so did its costs, in dollars as
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The Fall of the Great Society 18 9

well as in lives. The $5 billion the United States spent in Vietnam in 1965
doubled the following year; by 1968 direct costs of running the war (ex-
cluding veterans benefits and related expenses) increased to $33 billion.

"Nothing I had read, no photographs I had seen prepared me for the im-
mensity of the American effort," veteran correspondent Robert Sherrod re-
ported from Vietnam in Life Magazine early in 1967. The "fantastic expense
of the war," he argued, "can only be comprehended in the viewing."8

There was the new "Pentagon West" building in Saigon, providing of-
fices for the 68 American generals stationed in the city, constructed at a cost
of $25 million. There were nine new jet landing fields constructed between
Da Nang and Saigon, each of them a 10,000 foot-long strip of aluminum or
concrete, costing at least $5 million. There were three new deep-water piers
in Saigon to handle incoming cargo from U.S. merchant ships, and three more
in Da Nang. The new harbor at Cam Ranh Bay would by itself cost Ameri-
can taxpayers $110 million. And all that was just infrastructure. There was
also the daily cost of fighting a war in which the United States relied heav-
ily on superior firepower. One evening, Sherrod reported:

I flew from the demilitarized zone down to Saigon, about three quarters of the length
of this 900-mile string bean of a country. Much of the coast was lit up by flares;
artillery shells twinkled in 40 or 50 different spots. No battles were being fought
that night but the Viet Cong, if present, presumably were being kept awake and the
interdicting fire prevented them from traveling certain routes in case they intended
going that way. This lavish use of firepower, whether effective or not, contributes
to the cost of killing the enemy, which is calculated at $400,000 per soldier—in-
cluding 75 bombs and 150 artillery shells for each corpse.9

Johnson was reluctant to admit the actual costs of the war, not wanting to
do anything that would make an already unpopular conflict even more so, or
to hand enemies of his domestic policies a reason to demand fiscal austerity at
home. Although short-term bookkeeping devices allowed Johnson to fudge the
true costs for awhile, the bill would soon come due in the form of mounting
government deficits as well as the beginnings of an inflationary spiral in the
American economy. (Defense spending increases personal income but not the
amount of consumer goods on which such income can be spent—a classic for-
mula for inflation.) In the summer of 1967 Johnson finally bit the bullet and
asked Congress for a 10 percent income tax surcharge to pay for the war.

Johnson was being hit from both the Right and the Left on the issue of
spending in Vietnam. The Right demanded that Johnson cut domestic spend-
ing as the price for increased taxes (a dispute that delayed the actual passage
of the income tax surcharge for nearly a year). "We are trying to get this mes-
sage across," declared Wilbur Mills, the conservative chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, in which the surtax bill was bottled up. "We
want a pause in this headlong rush toward ever bigger government."10 The
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190 America Divided

Left, on the other hand—at least that portion of the Left that still thought it
shared any common political ground with Johnson—intended to hold the
president to his pledge to provide guns and butter to the American people.
Bobby Kennedy, now ensconced in Congress as a senator from New York
State, and still officially a supporter of the war, challenged Johnson in the
spring of 1966 when the administration proposed a lower than expected fund-
ing request for aid to disadvantaged schools. The "200 million dollars that is
being cut [from the original request]," Kennedy declared, "is what it costs to
send the B-52s over Vietnam for perhaps a week."11

"I knew from the start," Johnson told Doris Kearns:

that I was bound to be crucified either way I moved. If I leit the woman I really
loved—the Great Society—in order to get involved with that bitch of a war on the
other side of the world, then I would lose everything at home. . . . But if I left that
war and let the Communists take over South Vietnam, then I would be seen as a
coward and my nation would be seen as an appeaser.12

Johnson's only hope for salvaging his dream of being remembered in his-
tory as a great liberal reformer was to get "that bitch of a war" over with in
a hurry, and then return to be faithful to "the woman I really loved—the
Great Society." And so, like a gambler on a losing streak throwing good money
after bad, he constantly upped the ante. As of December 31, 1965, there were
184,300 American troops stationed in Vietnam. Thus far, 636 had died in
combat. Two years later Johnson had raised the number of American troops
in South Vietnam to 485,600; 19,562 had died.

Johnson and his military commanders counted on search-and-destroy op-
erations to bring victory in Vietnam. Every day thousands of American troops
were out on patrol, humping the boonies, in search of the enemy. Often they
found no trace of the enemy except well-concealed and deadly booby traps.
Sometimes they got lucky and stumbled across an arms cache, or managed
to flush out a squad of Viet Cong. Some of these operations went on for
months, delivering large cumulative numbers of dead enemies to be tallied
into "body counts" and "kill ratios" by the Pentagon's computers. Operation
Masher, which ran from January through March 1966 on the Bong Son Plain
in central Vietnam, provided a body count of 2389 enemy dead. Operation
Junction City, a year later in War Zone C, northwest of Saigon along the
Cambodian border, produced a body count of nearly 3000 enemy dead.

Some search-and-destroy operations were joint South Vietnamese-
American efforts, but for the most part, the Americans were taking the place
of their allies in combat. With the exceptions of some elite South Vietnamese
battalions of airborne troops and marines, ARVN earned a reputation for its
preference for engaging in what skeptical American observers dubbed "search-
and-evade" missions. Reviewing the statistical performance of the Eighteenth
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The Fall of the Great Society 191

ARVN Division, which claimed to have conducted over 5000 patrols in one
week in 1966, during which they made a total of only thirteen contacts with
the enemy, U.S. military adviser John Paul Vann wrote disgustedly, "I can
easily establish more enemy contacts on a daily basis myself."13 The Saigon
government, now jointly run by two former generals, Prime Minister Nguyen
Cao Ky and chief of state Nguyen Van Thieu, did not inspire enthusiasm ei-
ther in the civilian population or in the military. In 1965 alone, 113,000 South
Vietnamese soldiers and militiamen deserted, a figure that nearly equaled the
number of additional Americans sent that year to fight in Vietnam.14

As the French had learned in the First Indochina War, Communist guer-
rilla fighters were hard to find—unless they wanted to be found. The Com-
munists were often tipped off in advance of American plans, either through
the elaborate systems of spies they maintained on and near U.S. bases, or by
preliminary air and artillery strikes. A study by the U.S. Army showed that
from 1966 to 1967 the overwhelming majority of all battles in South Viet-
nam were started not by American forces, but by the Communists, usually
by ambushing American units in the countryside.

Meanwhile the air war over North Vietnam continued and expanded. This
too proved a costly enterprise. The North Vietnamese defended their air space
with a sophisticated system of antiaircraft defense provided to them by the
Soviets, including radar, antiaircraft weapons, SAM [surface-to-air missile]
batteries, and MiG-17 and MiG-21 fighters. From 1965 through 1968 the
United States lost over 900 aircraft over North Vietnam, with over 800 pilots
and crewmen killed, and over 500 captured.

The costs were heavy but the results meager. A government-sponsored
study of the effects of Operation Rolling Thunder concluded soberly that as
of July 1966 "the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam had had no measurable di-
rect effect on Hanoi's ability to mount and support military operations in the
South at the current level." North Vietnam's agricultural economy could not
be significantly damaged by air attack; its transportation system could be eas-
ily rebuilt after attacks; and because most of the weapons being funneled
down the Ho Chi Minh Trail were imported by North Vietnam, it made lit-
tle difference how many North Vietnamese factories were destroyed. Infil-
tration of men and supplies down the Ho Chi Minh Trail increased steadily
during the years of the heaviest bombing. It was estimated that it took an av-
erage of a hundred tons of bombs dropped along the trail to kill a single
North Vietnamese soldier.

When Defense Secretary Robert McNamara read this report in the fall of
1966, it furthered his growing personal disillusionment with the war. In a
memorandum to President Johnson in May 1967, McNamara warned:

There may be a limit beyond which many Americans and much of the world will
not permit the United States to go. The picture of the world's greatest superpower
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192 America Divided

killing or seriously injuring 1,000 non-combatants a week, while trying to pound
a tiny backward nation into submission on an issue whose merits are hotly dis-
puted, is not a pretty one.15

McNamara kept his doubts to himself. Others did not. Perhaps the most
eloquent dissent from the war came, not surprisingly, from Martin Luther
King, Jr., who in a speech in New York City in April 1967 issued what he
called a "declaration of independence" from the war in Vietnam. As a dedi-
cated pacifist, King was first and foremost opposed to the war because of his
moral objections to the use of violence. But he also challenged Lyndon John-
son's claim that Americans could enjoy both guns and butter. That issue had
already been decided in favor of the former: "A few years there was a shin-
ing moment," King declared, when it seemed "as if there was a real promise
of hope for the poor":

Then came the build-up in Vietnam, and I watched the program broken and evis-
cerated as if it were some idle political plaything of a society gone mad on war. . . .
So I was increasingly compelled to see the war an an enemy of the poor and to at-
tack it as such.16

The war that President Johnson had proposed fighting against poverty
was intended as only one part of the much more ambitious project of build-
ing the Great Society. But in historical memory the former has all but sub-
sumed the latter; few people today remember how much of the Great Soci-
ety, from Medicare to highway beautification to endowments for the
humanities and arts, was designed primarily to benefit the middle class. Sim-
ilarly, the costs of the war on poverty have been greatly exaggerated. Even at
their height, Johnson's poverty programs never represented the "uncondi-
tional war" that he declared in his first State of the Union address. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, who as assistant secretary of labor in charge of the Office
of Policy Planning and Research in 1964 had been present at the launching
of the war on poverty, would later declare that it had been "oversold and un-
derfinanced to the point that its failure was almost a matter of design."17 The
Office of Economic Opportunity, the agency overseeing the poverty program,
received only 1.5 percent of the federal budget for all its programs in the
years from 1965 to 1970. Had the money spent on poverty programs simply
been parceled out in cash grants to every American whose income fell below
the poverty line in those years, each poor person would have received a grand
total of about $70 a year.18

The war on poverty had scarcely gotten off the ground when it ran into
sustained political opposition. Conservative Republicans viewed the whole
thing as an expensive government boondoggle. Many Democrats, particularl
those in city government, came to oppose its provisions for "maximum feasi-
ble participation" of the poor in directing poverty programs, particularly
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White construction workers react to an antiwar demonstration, Portland, Oregon, 1971.
Source: David Weintraub

through the community action agencies. Sargent Shriver had initially expected
those agencies to function in ways similar to a board of education, formally
independent of local government as school boards generally were, but certainly
not in an adversarial position.19 Instead, many of the agencies launched voter
registration drives to oust incumbent politicians or sponsored marches on city
halls to demand improved services for poor neighborhoods.

The backlash from urban Democratic leaders was immediate and intense.
Two Democratic mayors, Sam Yorty of Los Angeles and John Shelley of San
Francisco, offered a resolution to the 1965 meeting of the U.S. Conference of
Mayors condemning the war on poverty for "fostering class struggle" in Amer-
ican cities. (Yorty had been a long-time conservative gadfly within the De-
mocratic Party. Shelley, on the other hand, was a former trade unionist who
had headed up the San Francisco Labor Council before becoming mayor—his
disaffection had ominous implications for the future of urban Democratic pol-
itics.20) When Congress passed the Model Cities Act in 1966, it directed that
the program be administered by the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment rather than the now-suspect OEO, and the provisions for "maxi-
mum feasible participation" of the poor were eliminated. Unlike the programs
established in 1964-1965, Model Cities would be a program controlled by big
city mayors, not by people in poor neighborhoods and ghettos.

By 1966 even the poor were complaining about the war on poverty, a
war that had been launched on their behalf, but not at their behest. One of
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194 America Divided

the defining characteristics of the "culture of poverty" that Michael Harring-
ton had described in The Other America was a sense of fatalism, at odds with
any kind of sustained political involvement. But the war on poverty created
a sense of rising expectations among the poor that the antipoverty programs
could do little to assuage. In April 1966, at a Washington, D.C. conference
of the Citizen's Crusade Against Poverty (a private advocacy group set up at
the behest of the United Auto Workers union to lobby on behalf of the poverty
program), Sargent Shriver was booed and jostled by a dissident group of com-
munity activists when he attempted to address the group. Shriver was driven
from the stage by chants of "You're lying!" and "Stop listening to him!" Af-
terward UAW official Jack Conway despaired that the poor "have turned on
the people who wanted to help them."21

For all its limited scope, and for all the controversy it created, the war
on poverty was not without its successes. The number of people in the United
States whose annual income fell beneath the poverty line declined from 32
million (or 17 percent of the population) in 1965 to 23 million (or 11 per-
cent of the population in 1973). To be sure, poverty had been declining in
the 1950s even before there was a war on poverty, and the general prosper-
ity and low unemployment rates of the mid-to-late 1960s certainly accounted
for some of the decline. But save for the period of the Second World War,
which brought the Great Depression to a sudden end, there was no other pe-
riod in American history when poverty rates declined as rapidly as they did
during the years of Johnson's presidency and its immediate aftermath.22

Nonetheless, by the later 1960s, Americans who disagreed on just about
everything else were united in judging the war on poverty an abject failure.
Government programs had clearly failed to eliminate poverty as either an eco-
nomic category or as a "culture." If anything, the remaining urban poor
(whose numbers began to increase again during the economic hard times of
the later 1970s) seemed even more permanently mired in their condition than
they had been before the federal government interested itself in their plight.

The conservative argument that the very programs liberals had foisted
upon the country in the 1960s kept the poor bound to a "cycle of depen-
dency" would become conventional wisdom within a very few years. While
the number of poor people declined in the later 1960s, the number of AFDC
recipients mounted at an even more precipitous rate. In 1960 fewer than
three-quarters of a million families were receiving aid through AFDC at a
cost to the federal and state governments of under a billion dollars; by 1972
there were 3 million families receiving AFDC, at an annual cost of $6 bil-
lion.23 The swelling welfare rolls were accompanied by rising rates of ille-
gitimacy, teenage pregnancies, single-parent families, violent crime, substance
abuse, and a host of other ills that came to be laid at the feet of the liberal
social engineers of the Great Society.24
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The Fall of the Great Society 195

In a curious way, the problem with the war on poverty was not that it
failed, but that it succeeded—perhaps too well for its own political survival.
The intent of the war, after all, was to lessen the distance between the "other
America" and the mainstream. One of the characteristic elements of Ameri-
can national identity is the belief that citizenship, and personal security and
dignity, are grounded in "rights." The war on poverty, through its rhetoric,
and through the legal services it provided poor communities, reinforced the
idea that the poor as well as the affluent should enjoy these rights. And one
of the expressions of this new sensibility was the belief that those who re-
ceived government aid in the form of welfare payments did so not as a mat-
ter of charity, but of right.

Since the start of the twentieth century, the term "welfare" had changed
in American political discourse from a term with positive associations of
health and well-being to one implying malingering incapacity and the waste
of taxpayers' hard-earned money. At best, welfare tended to be viewed as a
kind of gift that the better-off, through the government, offered to the less
fortunate and deserving poor. Those who received it were expected to be ap-
propriately grateful and as unobtrusive as possible.25

At the start of the 1960s only about a third of the families eligible to par-
ticipate in the AFDC program were actually receiving benefits. AFDC was a
program funded jointly by the federal government and the states, and ad-
ministered at the state level. Many state legislatures did their best to dis-
courage new applicants. Benefit levels were usually set below the states' own
official guidelines for the minimum income necessary to support a family at
a decent standard of living, and strict residency requirements prevented new-
comers from claiming even these meager benefits. The welfare system was
set up so that normal presumptions about prying into personal affairs did not
apply to recipients. Since welfare was a "means-tested" program, every scrap
of household income had to be reported to social workers: concealed earn-
ings from a child's paper route could result in charges of "welfare fraud." Ev-
idence of a "man in the house" would also result in AFDC recipients (most
of them single women) being dumped from the program; social workers some-
times staged midnight raids on the homes of recipients to make sure that
they remained as single as they claimed to have been when applying for ben-
efits. All of this worked to reinforce the stigmatizing image of welfare and
discouraged would-be recipients from even applying.26

In the course of the 1960s an alliance of poor people, middle-class ad-
vocates, and lawyers specializing in the new field of poverty law argued that
welfare was not a gift, and certainly not stigmatizing, but rather a legally guar-
anteed entitlement. Local groups of welfare mothers began to coalesce in the
mid-1960s, some of them brought together by Community Action Programs,
others by independent community organizers.27
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196 America Divided

In 1966 George Wiley, a former chemistry professor and associate na-
tional director of CORE, helped pull together local welfare rights groups
from across the country into a national organization, which took the name
of the National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO) the following year.
Although its membership peaked at little over 20,000 members at the end
of the decade, NWRO became a highly visible and, for a time, effective or-
ganization. While lawyers argued the case for welfare rights in the courts,
welfare recipients took their demands into the public assistance offices,
with marches and sit-ins. William Ryan, a white liberal psychologist, de-
scribed such tactics as "the plain old-fashioned American practice of de-
manding and getting one's rights."28 In a statement outlining its goals,
NWRO declared in 1966:

As members of a National Welfare Rights Movement . . . we are are not willing to
exchange our rights as American citizens

—our rights to dignity
—our rights to justice
—our rights to democratic participation

in order to obtain the physical necessities for our families. . . . 29

NWRO tactics led to many tangible benefits, both for its own members and
for millions of other people on welfare. The level of AFDC benefits increased,
and restrictions on eligibility were lessened. By the end of the 1960s nearly
90 percent of those eligible for AFDC benefits were receiving them.30

But practical success did not guarantee political success. The NWRO suf-
fered the inevitable problems of organizations based on low-income mem-
bers—high turnover and uncertain finances—and fell apart by the mid-1970s.
More importantly, the goal of "welfare rights" never acquired the patina of
legitimacy that came to be associated with the idea of equal rights for blacks
and women. The more that welfare recipients exercised the "old-fashioned
American practice" of a vocal assertion of rights, the less they seemed enti-
tled to the status of the "deserving poor." When NWRO members conducted
a sit-in during a Senate hearing on punitive welfare regulations, Russell Long
of Louisiana declared, "If they can find the time to march in the streets, picket,
and sit all day in committee hearing rooms, they can find the time to do some
useful work."31

The hostility to welfare recipients was part of larger shift of sentiment
against the poor in the later 1960s. The piety with which poverty had been
spoken of in the early days of the Johnson administration gave way by the
mid-1960s to a more astringent rhetoric. The vision of the poor as latter-day
Daniel Boones perched up high on some West Virginia mountainside disap-
peared from the media and popular consciousness, to be replaced by the more
durable and menacing image of a black urban underclass.32
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In 1965 Daniel Patrick Moynihan, unintentionally dealt the earlier ide-
alized vision of the poor a fatal blow. Moynihan had come to Washington in
1961 with both political and academic credentials; he had been an assistant
to New York governor Averell Harriman in the late 1950s, during which time
he also managed to complete a Ph.D. in political science. He was committed
to two goals during his years with the Labor Department, bringing the in-
sights of contemporary social science to bear in the design of public policy,
and making a name for himself. He succeeded in both endeavors when he
oversaw the writing of a memorandum entitled The Negro Family: The Case
for National Action, which became better known as the Moynihan Report.33

Moynihan described what he called a "tangle of pathology" that had un-
dermined the urban black family in recent years. Moynihan's intention in an-
alyzing black family structure was fully in conformity with the reformist goals
of the war on poverty, and drew heavily on studies of ghetto life by black so-
cial scientists like E. Franklin Frazier and Kenneth Clark. There were also
echoes of Gunnar Myrdal's An American Dilemma, including the phrase about
"pathology." The instability of many black families, as measured in rates of
divorce or abandonment, illegitimacy, female-headed families, and welfare
dependency, was as Moynihan described it, a historical legacy of slavery, re-
inforced by the continuing high rates of black male unemployment, and the
fact that AFDC payments were available only to households without an adult

Warding off looters during the riot in Newark, July 1967. Source: Express Newspapers/F373/
Archive Photos
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198 America Divided

male in residence. (Moynihan noted that this description did not apply to all
black families, and that a large and increasingly successful black middle class
was also emerging in American society.)

The solution for those who were trapped in the social tangle of ghetto
ills, Moynihan thought, would be more jobs for black men, who would then
be able to take their rightful place in society and in their families as bread-
winners. However, Moynihan chose not to include that recommendation in
the final version of the paper, a fateful omission.

The Moynihan Report was released in March, initially restricted in cir-
culation to a small circle of top policymakers. Lyndon Johnson was among
its readers, and its impact was seen in an address he gave at Howard Uni-
versity in June of 1965. It was, in one sense, the most radical speech of his
presidency. Johnson declared that it was not enough for Americans to com-
mit themselves to seeking "equality as a right and a theory" for black Amer-
icans; they should press on to achieve "equality as a fact." He went on to ar-
gue that black poverty differed in important ways from that experienced by
whites: there were, he averred, "differences—deep, corrosive, obstinate dif-
ferences—radiating painful roots into the community, and into the family,
and the nature of the individual."34 The previous year, when he sought pas-
sage of the war on poverty, Johnson deliberately downplayed black poverty,
visiting Kentucky rather than Harlem to draw attention to the plight of the
poor. Now, with a different purpose in mind, he was arguing that black
poverty was even more devastating than that suffered by whites. The policy
implications of that observation were not as clear as Johnson assumed.

The Moynihan Report was leaked to the press that summer (some sus-
pected that Moynihan, not exactly averse to publicity, was the responsible
party). The fact that the report's existence became known almost simultane-
ously with the outbreak of the Watts riot ensured that its conclusion would
receive considerable attention—though not of the kind that liberals would
welcome. Although there was nothing startling new or particularly original in
Moynihan's observations about the black family, the word "pathology" leapt
off the page of his report, infuriating black readers, who took it as an insult,
and persuading many white readers that the problems of the black commu-
nity were so intractable as to be impervious to government social welfare pro-
grams (the fact that Moynihan himself would later drift toward this position,
at least temporarily, reinforced the belief that he had always intended the re-
port as an attack on the war on poverty). In any event, after the summer of
1965 the behavior of the poor—and most particularly of the black poor—
rather than any privations or injustices they endured, came to the fore in the
minds of many Americans when they thought about the issue of poverty.

The war on poverty was founded on the assumption that the United States
had entered upon an era of permanent abundance. The Economic Opportu-
nity Act of 1964 declared its goal to be the elimination of the paradox of
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poverty in the midst of plenty. But even in the go-go years of the 1960s econ-
omy "plenty" was unevenly distributed in the United States, in ways that left
a majority of American families vulnerable to any downturn. Workers' real
wages and median family income increased dramatically in the postwar era,
but income share remained virtually unchanged (the top fifth of the popula-
tion received 43 percent of income in 1947, 41.2 percent in 1968).35 The me-
dian family income for 1968, which stood at $8632, was still about a thou-
sand dollars less than what the Bureau of Labor Statistics defined as "modest
but adequate" income for an urban family of four. That meant that many
working-class families had to scramble to stay ahead, either by going into
debt or by fielding additional breadwinners, usually by means of sending
wives into the workforce. (In 1960, 37.8 percent of women were in labor
force; by 1970 that number had increased to 43.4 percent—and would jump
to over 50 percent before the end of the next decade.36) Rising wages also
began to erode as inflation picked up later in the decade and as taxpayers
found themselves bumped upward into higher tax brackets.

White working-class taxpayers and property owners, already fearful about
blacks moving into their neighborhoods, resented the war on poverty as a
payoff to rioters, "welfare queens," and "poverty pimps." In a nation long ob-
sessed with the automobile, it was only fitting that the earliest and pithiest
statements of new political trends were to be found attached to rear fenders:
when "I Fight Poverty, I Work" bumper stickers began appearing in the mid-
1960s, it was clear that the nation's brief honeymoon of concern and good-
will with the poor was coming to an end.

The prospects for liberal reform were worsened by declining white sup-
port for the civil rights struggle. In 1964, 68 percent of northern whites
supported the Johnson's administration's civil rights initiatives. That was
before Watts and the riots that followed. Throughout the country, there
were 11 major riots (defined as civil disturbances lasting two days or more)
in the summer of 1966, and 32 minor riots; the following summer, the
number jumped to 25 major and 30 minor riots, including the bloodiest
outburst of the decade in Detroit, where 43 people died in the rioting in
July 1967.37

By 1966, 52 percent of northern whites believed the government was
pushing too fast for integration.38 As long as "civil rights" had been seen as
a regional problem, a battle fought between white and black citizens of dis-
tant states like Alabama and Mississippi, white ethnic voters in northern cities
were prone to support or at least tolerate the liberal politicians who voted
for legislation banning racial discrimination. But when confrontations broke
out in northern cities between whites and blacks over issues of immediate
local concern—housing, jobs, schools, political clout—and when nonviolent
demonstrations gave way to or were accompanied by black rioting the equa-
tion changed.
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When Martin Luther King, Jr. had somberly surveyed the ruins of Watts
in August 1965, he remarked to Bayard Rustin, who accompanied him on the
trip, "I worked to get these people the right to eat hamburgers, and now I've
got to do something . . . to help them get the money to buy it."39 Accord-
ingly, in 1966, King led the SCLC into its first northern urban campaign, on
behalf of the 700,000 black residents of Chicago. Building on years of patient
organizing by an interracial coalition, King and lieutenants like Jesse Jackson
aimed to expose and eradicate the de facto segregation of jobs, schools, and
neighborhoods in the North. The SCLC decided to open its ambitious effort
with a push for open housing, hoping to bring to bear the same combination
of moral and political pressure that had succeeded in opening to black citi-
zens the voting booths and the public schools of the South. SCLC imported
rhetoric, songs, and tactics from the South to the North. One movement ac-
tivist charged, in language intended to invoke the image of George Wallace
in the school doorway, that Chicago realtors were "standing in the doorway
of thousands of homes being offered for sale or rent."40 SCLC organizers mar-
shaled their followers to march into all-white neighborhoods, just as they had
previously marched on segregated businesses and courthouses.

The reaction was not what King or his aides had intended. Instead
of shaming the North, they succeeded instead in convincing many northern
whites that southern whites may have had a point in their resistance to civil
rights. In neighborhoods like Gage Park and Marquette Park on the south-
ern edge of Chicago, thousands of white residents turned out to jeer and
throw rocks at the SCLC marchers. Young males took the lead; one group of
boys brandished a noose and sang to the tune of a popular commercial jin-
gle, "I'd love to be an Alabama trooper/That is what I'd really like to be/For
if I were an Alabama trooper/Then I could hang a nigger legally."41 Martin
Luther King was among those struck by a flying brick; only a massive police
presence allowed the demonstrators to escape serious injury.

Newspaper editorials condemned the violence of word and deed, yet civil
rights groups and liberal lawmakers were unable to push an open-housing
bill through Congress. More support was expressed for the "overworked and
overcriticized" Chicago police than for the marchers; pollsters and journal-
ists found that white Americans tended to blame SCLC for provoking white
rage. A man from Maryland wrote to King, "The results [of the marches] were
predictable . . . hatred has been built up which it will take a generation to
overcome."42

By the mid-1960s, the rhetoric and imagery of the civil rights movement
was being appropriated by whites for their own purposes. As one Michigan
woman wrote to her congressman, "These white people [in Chicago] wish to
be leit alone and should be allowed to live with their own kind of people, or
is the white not supposed to have any freedom?"43 Open housing proved to
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be an issue very different from the question of whether blacks should vote
or be able to eat in any restaurant they could afford to patronize. Residents
of places like Marquette Park had saved for years to buy their own homes in
a secure, comfortable neighborhood. For them, black migration spelled a
sharp increase in crime and social tensions; the value of their property and
the quality of their children's educations, they feared, would decline rapidly.

The conflict in Chicago in the summer of 1966, and similar ones in other
northern locales, revealed large numbers of whites now ready to stand up in
the name of their own rights and grievances, in ways that did not bode well
either for the civil rights movement or for any other part of the liberal re-
form agenda. Liberal politicians were held accountable for rising racial ani-
mosity, and a host of related evils. A resident of Marquette Park complained
to Senator Paul Douglas, a longtime champion of such liberal causes as an-
tipoverty programs and civil rights: "We work hard, pay our taxes, improve
ourselves, only to find the more we improve ourselves and our property the
more we are taxed and told what we can and cannot do with it."44 Property,
taxes, self-improvement, and self-rule—this was economic and cultural ter-
rain perfectly suited for nurturing a new conservative political coalition. Sen-
ator Douglas would find that out in a hurry as he went down to defeat in
November 1966 in his bid for reelection to what would have been his fourth
term in office.

As Americans were becoming more mistrustful of liberal leaders, many
also wished that traditional sources of authority could be restored to the role
they had played (or were imagined to have played) in earlier days, as en-
forcers of a common morality and social harmony. "We are becoming can-
nibalized," a working-class Italian American from Brooklyn complained. "We
didn't sass the policeman when he told us to move. Now in school they call
teachers 'motherfucker.' "45

Cultural backlash intersected with the racial backlash and also with class
resentments. Although many of the youthful denizens of places like
Haight-Ashbury were in reality runaways or "throwaways" from poor and
working-class families, the image of the counterculture became synonymous
in the minds of many Americans with the privileged existence enjoyed by
well-off students at the nation's best-known colleges and universities. The
long-haired hippie/student aroused a curious mixture of antagonism and
envy. "When I hear a college kid say, 'I'm oppressed,' I don't believe him," a
37-year-old white steel worker from Cicero, Illinois, told radio interviewer
Studs Terkel:

You know what I'd like to do for one year? Living like a college kid. Just for one
year, I'd love to. Wow! (Whispers) Wow! Sports car! Marijuana! (Laughs) Wild,
sexy broads. I'd love that, hell yes, I would.46
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202 America Divided

But his counterpart in Brooklyn, quoted earlier, regarded the same behavior
as uncivilized and impermissible: "This sexual permissiveness is disgraceful,
it's like dogs in the street. The way of living today, there are no values."47 It
was bad enough that the privileged young ignored traditional authority and
morality; worse, they actually celebrated the resulting chaos: "We are out-
laws!," the Berkeley Barb, a leading underground newspaper exulted: "We
defy law and order with our bricks bottles garbage long hair filth obscenity
drugs games guns bikes fire fun & fucking—the future of our struggle is the
future of crime in the streets."48

There was a certain amount of deliberately provocative hyperbole in such
editorial broadsides, and in rock anthems like Jefferson Airplane's "Volun-
teers" ("We are all outlaws in the eyes of Amerika!"). But for urban Ameri-
cans, both black and white, crime was no joking matter in the f 960s. After
having declined steadily since the Second World War, rates of serious crime,
including murder, rape, robbery, and auto theft shot up dramatically in the
mid-1960s.49

There were many explanations put forward for this disastrous trend. Lib-
erals favored explanations emphasizing environmental "root causes"—un-
employment, poor schools, and the like. Conservatives, on the other hand,
blamed permissive child-rearing practices, lax law enforcement, and crimi-
nal-coddling courts. Criminologists pointed to additional factors that were
beyond the control of public policy, either liberal or conservative. Young peo-
ple in their teens and early twenties are always the group most likely to find
themselves in trouble with the law. The fact that the growth in crime in the
1960s began when the first wave of baby boomers turned 16 certainly ac-
counted for some, if not all, of the increase.50

Conservative politicians quickly recognized the political importance of
the crime statistics. "[We] have heard of and seen many wars in the time of
the present administration," Barry Goldwater declared in a campaign speech
in mid-September 1964 in St. Petersburg, Florida. "But have we yet heard of
the only needed war—the war against crime?" Johnson responded a month
later in a campaign speech in Dayton, Ohio, avowing that his war on poverty
"is a war against crime and a war against disorder."51 The following March,
in a message to Congress, Johnson declared a "war on crime," while still
maintaining that "the long-run solution to crime is jobs, education, and
hope."52

But the liberal emphasis on combating the "root causes" of crime, instead
of just locking up criminals, was easily parodied by conservatives. "How long
are we going to abdicate law and order . . . " House minority leader Gerald
Ford asked rhetorically in 1966, "in favor of a soft social theory that the man
who heaves a brick through your window or tosses a firebomb into your car
is simply the misunderstood and underprivileged product of a broken
home?"53
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For millions of white Americans of middling income, "law and order"
became both a cry of outrage at the political, cultural, and social upheavals
of the 1960s, and the crux of the solution to them. The phrase conveyed the
sense that the hard-won upward mobility of the postwar era was a fragile
achievement, prey to the taunts of Ivy League radicals and ghetto rioters alike.
The demand for "law and order" asserted the common grievances of ordi-
nary people against the perversely misplaced sympathies of liberal politicians
and intellectuals, a group who had come to seem contemptuous of the way
normal Americans lived their lives.

In the course of the 1960s, the imagery oi class conflict in America was
turned on its head. Liberals—who had been thought of as defenders of the
interests of the working classes in the 1930s, and who in the early 1960s em-
braced the cause of the most downtrodden of Americans, southern blacks
and the poor—by the mid-1960s were viewed by many as an arrogant elite
of "limousine liberals." And conservatives—those "economic royalists" de-
nounced by FDR in the 1930s as the aristocratic defenders of privilege and
power—were emerging in the 1960s as the new populists, speaking for the
common man and woman. A liberal government that seemed more interested
in protecting esoteric and expansive notions of "rights" for marginal groups
than in protecting the lives and property of the vast majority was rapidly los-
ing legitimacy. With the nation's financial resources engaged in the war in
Vietnam, and its emotional resources engaged in the war on crime, there was
precious little of either left over for a war on poverty. And if, as it seemed
by 1966-1967, that the real political choice the United States faced was be-
tween constructing a Great Society or maintaining an orderly one, it is not
surprising that so many would choose the latter over the former.
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